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ABSTRACT 

In this paper are studied the surface oscillations that form m 
a water tank when a jet emerges fron the botton 

The experimental systen consisted of a circular water tank with 
the water intake at the bottom close to its cj.rcunference Surtace osci_ 
nations were recorded for different situations 

lhe experirental results are presented in both dimensional  and 
dirensionless ploltmgs where the oscillations atrplitud is related with 
water depth and jet diameter and velocity 

The dimensionless graphs show that the oscillation amplification 
is, within the variables ranges studied, mostly independent of tank 
diameter 

1\T1UDUCT10I\ 

kVhen rfater flows into a shallow tank, in the form of a jet emer- 
ging from the bottor, snail surface oscillations appear as a result of 
jet diffusion and supply pipe turbulence  These oscillations are ref1e£ 
ted in the tank walls increasing the water surface movement which  in- 
terferes with the jet flow, starting a horizontal oscillaLion of the 
latter A complex surface oscillation results, which under determined 
conditions is continuously anplified unt^.1 wave breaking puts a limit 
on wave height 

The oscillation pattern, no mather the degree of amplification, 
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is a conplex and unsteady one, with standing «jave type novenent  being 
dorunant, with nodes and antmodes continuously changing their location 

VAt lABLb;. ItVOlVED Ai\D rtlait ILLATIVE IMPORTANCE 

According to the ohysical description of the phenonenon, the am- 
plification, is a function of the tragmtudes that describe the boundary 
geometry and surface novement, 1 e tank and supply pipe georetry and 
fcroude i\'ui ber In the anplification processes inertia and gravity for- 
ces ire obviously ruch more important than viscous foices Ihe wave 
breaking is determined by oscillation characteristics Thus the ampli- 
fication and its upper limit will not be a function of Reynolds Number 

The amplification musi result fron a resonant combination of jet 
movement, surface movement and tank georetry However, and due to  the 
surface oscillatioa variability, the tank geometry plays a secondary 
role as shown m Fig 1 

To back tms experimental conclusion we may consider several ne.a_ 
sons  iirst, the boundary conditions imposed by the circular vertical 
walls of the tank, determinant of tne oscillation pattern in the steady 
case, are now almost irrelevant since a great number of mtantaneous 
patterns Will exist, some of then being close to the maxit uu> amplilica 
tion situation for the existing set of depth and jet variables  This 
is specially true when tank diameter is several times the mean wave 
length As a natter of fact, it was observed m the experiments  that 
the jet always followed a random secuence of quiet and oscillation pe- 
riods  becond specially at resonance situations, when creaking takes 
place, waves are non-linear and, therefore, continuously changing wave 
heights will cause that a range of frecuencies be allowed with the cir 
cular boundary for every oscillation 1 ode As it can be seen in the 
sample record shown in Fig 5, energy is mainly related to a wave fre- 
cuency, but nevertheless, the oscillation is not monochromatic 

Dimensionless parameters 

The variables thus mvolued are wave height H, jet diameter d, 
water depth h, jet velocity \l and gravity force per unit mass g With 
these five secondary magnitudes, the theorem shows that, since only- 
length and time are involved, there will exist a function 0  such that 

< TT, j TTj , "rr3   ) 0 

where Tf, , T\t ,   and IT* are independent dimensionless combinations  of 
the above listed variables For ghaphical representation a convenient 
set of  expresions is 

•^r^ >~f 
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EXPERlhENTAL C0NDI1ICHS 

For a description of the experimental set-up see figures 1, 5,and 

Tests were run starting with the tank full of water, and allowing 
the outflow to be a little larger than the inflow such that water depth 
would slow and continuously decrease, until the possible minimum was 
attained, the water discharge was held constant through the experiment 
by ireans of a weir controled elevated supply tank Two supply pipe dia 
neters were used with two different velocities por each one Velocity 
was measured indirectly in terrrs of discharge by weir and elbow neters, 
previously calibrated in the experimental system with 1 weir neter 

The water surface elevation was recorded continuosly at the three 
points shown in Fig  1 

As an indication of surface oscillation H^QQ has been defined as 
the average of the one percent largest wave of the two recordings taken 
at electrodes N° 2 and N' 3 

Influence of supply pipe disturbances 

To investigate the influence of water flow disturbances in  the 
supply pipe, one test was run allowing the formation of a vortex  in 
the supply tank In another test air was allowed to enter in the supply 
pipe  Figures t\° 2 and 3 show the results with these conditions 

Oscillation damping 

In one of the tests, after maximum amplification was reached, wa 
ter outflow and inflow were stoped and the water surface was continu- 
ously recorded until oscillation nearly desapeared At the beggmmg, 
a rather fast damping took place as a result of wave breaking, thereaf_ 
ter having a very weak damping Calling H^QQ t = 0 the one percent high 
est wave at an arbitrary tine when wave breaking is over, the damping 
factor, in terms of the highest one perent height, has been plotted in 
fig  3 This graph shows that laminar type danping takes place As  a 
matter of fact Reynolds numbers coirputed for both bothom and tank walls, 
m the manner shown in fig 3, fall below the critical keynolds numbers 
given by several authors (Li, I ef 2, Jonsson, Kef  1) for transition 
from laminar to turbulent regime on -5 smooth boundary Conparison of 
the Keynolds numbers for the bottom and the tank wall, and the respec- 
tive areas of these boundaries, leads to the conclusion that wall fric 
tion is much nore important than bottom friction in this specific case, 
and therefore that the tank diameter plays an important role in the 
free oscillation damping 

CONGLJSIONS 

The oscillation in the water surface that takes place in  a 
water tank when a jet emerges from the bottom is a very com- 
plex one, with irany frecuencias superimposed and nonlineari- 
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ties characteristic of impulsive wave generation and breaking 
dave breaking puts a limit to wave height in resonant situa- 
tions 

The naxinur, amplification that reaches the oscillation is 
mainly due to a resonance among the emerging jet and the free 
surface rovement 

The experimental results sunnarized m Fig 1  show that the 
resonance depends nostly on jet characteristics and water 
depth, rather than on tank diameter 

Flow disturbances in the supply pipe, such as longitudinal 
vorticily and air intrusion, are of second order importance 
m the amplification phenomena 

Once the jet flow has been stoped, the wave breaking disap- 
pear shortly and after that, the oscillation damping is very 
slow 
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